Top Reasons

Why Pembrian One
Directory Unifier for
Active Directory
Directory Unifier is the best
way to synchronize
information between different
directories such as the IBM
Lotus Domino Directory,
Microsoft Active Directory,
Microsoft Office365, and
Google Apps Directory. You
can synchronize anything in
your directory, people,
groups, shared mailboxes,
and rooms easily and
seamlessly. Hands off and
set it and forget
synchronization allows you to
deliver high quality directory
information without the
overhead of managing
multiple systems.

1. Only Product to Sync
with Office 365

3. Reduce end user
frustration and support calls

Sync foreign directories to
Office 365 directory or on
Premise Directory easily
and quickly. No other
product synchronizes
between Office 365
directory and other directory
systems.

Eliminate support calls due to
stale or bad information in
Active Directory. Create high
satisfaction due to continuity
in directory information
brought into AD from foreign
directories.

2. Sync foreign
directories to Office
365 and Active
Directory in real time
Create high fidelity between
your foreign directories and
Active Directories in real and
near time. Migrating directory
information to on-premise
Exchange or Office 365 has
never been easier due to the
fluid transition of consistent
information between legacy
and Exchange/Office 365.

4. Easily replace legacy
directory synchronization
products
Eliminate frustration from out
of support products and
products that don’t work quite
right. No need to eliminate
existing information created
by legacy products, Directory
Unifier can manage that
information immediately and
fill in the gaps where other
tools leave off.
5. Multiple Sync Points
(Sync between several
directories into one target)
Sync more than one foreign
directory into Active Directory
and (vice versa).
Most other products only
sync one foreign Directory
Unifier can sync several
foreign directories between
Active Directory.

6. High Speed
Synchronization of
multiple AD objects per
minute.

8. Synchronize Distribution
List and Group
Membership with ease.

Your directory is only as
good as the data that is in
it. Directory Unifier is
optimized to efficiently
sync thousands of
objects per minute.

Synchronize Distribution List
members between foreign
directories. Other products
simply create a contact, while
Directory Unifier actually
creates and maintains real
distribution list
synchronization.

7. High Fidelity Synchronize as much
information as you want (all
email addresses and all
relevant user information.
Manages and prevents
duplicate conflicts.
Synchronize all AD attributes
in Users and Contact objects
on premise or in the cloud
between foreign directories
with ease. You are not limited
to just a handful of attributes,
synchronize the data that
makes sense.

9. Experts in Active
Directory and
Foreign Directory
Synchronization
Pembrian developers,
support staff, and
consultants have the
expertise to tackle your
toughest directory
synchronization and
integration problems.
We’ve solved complex
directory issues spanning
multiple platforms and
vendors for the last 10
years.
10. Ready to create the
best user experience
Ultimately our product is
end user satisfaction and
we do that by giving you
the tools and support
necessary to deliver a
high fidelity directory for
mail and apps to your end
users
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